
THE START.TIME GAME
IN COMPETITION

SOARING
by John H. Qochrane

I analyz€ the start time decision in comPetition soar

ing. I show how the Nash equilibrium of this game can

be a larg€ gaggle that leaves late in the day I evaluate

ciicumstances that can break down this equilibrium
and the effect ofseveral Proposed rules changes.

1 .lntroduction
The stait time decision is one of the most crucial tac-

tical decisions in modern contest soaring. In this Pap€r,
I analyze optimal starting time. I use simPle concePts

from game theory to Lrnderstand how the overall start
time outcom€ depends on rules, weather and the
spread of pilot/glid€r Perforrnance

The resutts should be useful to the on-going discus-

sion of contest format and rules. Assigned sPeed tasks

often lead to "start Sate roulett€" and gaggle flying,
often long after the best soaring conditions have
passed. Many pilots obiect to this form of competition
flying, either from safety concerns, or because they
simply do not mjoy llying contests in which this is the

outcome. lJl ihe US. this objection has led to many Pro-
posals for rules changes, including syst€matically
longer tasks, renewed emPhasis on the Pilot'S€l€cted
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Task, "sil€nt starts" monitored only by GPS, Point
penalties for late starts, and so forth. Whether one likes
or dislik€s the current system, it is clearly interesting io
know whether these proposed chanS€s will lead to the

outcomes desired by their ProPonents.
The rcsults may also:be useful ior individual Pilots,

to help piedict when gaggles will form, what everyone
else is likely to do, and hence to better optimize their
own start time strat€8y.
2. Ea.h pilot's strategy

The first consideration in choosing a start time is
obviously thai one wishes to fly during the time of day
that has the strongest liit, and lvill Produce the greatest

speed. Let us summarize this fact by a function which

Sives the speed the pilot could achieve if he were fly
ing aU alone, for any given slart time. Denote

ri = sta time ofith Pilot

va(r) = expected speed if flying alone.
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Figure 1 graphs a typical case of the speed tunction.
A 2:00 start time results in the bestspeed.

I will refer to the objective as "spe€d," but in r€ality
it is "cont€st points." Points are usually ProPortional to
speed (for the individual), and I will come back to the
differcnce below. The importance of this point for now
is that a landout need not equate to z€ro, but rath€r to
a low value of "speed."

One can also fly faster by starting with or later than
other pilots and using them to mark thermals. To cap'
ture this facL let total speed be the combination of the
speed one can achieve if flying alone and the speed
bonus derived from flying with the others. Denote

{t}= everyone else's start times

and Ole extra speed

can go from one
well-marked thermal to
the next. Mor€ peopl€
starting at once before
you is a bit of a benefit,
but less than linearlyi 20
people marking the same
thermal is not much more
helpful than 10. Finally,
€ven if you start with a
gaggle or just ahead oi a

gaggle, that is better than
flying alone.

Figure 2 gives an
example of what the extra
speed function might
look like. The figure
graphs a case in which
two other gliders start

Y"(tI' ltll) = e).tra

speed from follow-
ing others.

What does this func-
tion look like? Clearly,
you can fly faster if more
people start before you
do. However, if everyone
starts an hour before you
do, it is unlikely that you
can catch them and make
any use of them. The
ideal afiang€ment from
your perspective is to
have everyone else start
before you, at about 3
minute intervals so you
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early and then Ouee other gliders start a bit later. Other
things equal it is better to go with the larger gaggle,
but not 3/2 times better. One can still benefit by start-
ing a bit ahead of the oth€r pilots, since the gaggle will
go fast€r than any individual pilot, but it is even better
to start a bit behind the other pilots and catch them th€
first time they slow down or hav€ to search for a ther'
mal Of course if the group of thrce would start closer
to the group of two, one could do better still by being
able to jump from the late gaggle to the early gaggle.
The asymmetry of the right hand part of the function is
not significant, but it will help to keep this graph con-
sistent with later ones.

The total speed is ofcourse the sum of the speed fly-
ing alone plus the speed bonus gained from flying with
othels. Figure 3 shows what the total speed might look
like in this example. Our pilot's obiective is to maxi'

Figure 2.
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re 3.

mize his spe€d 8i?er the start times of the other pilots.
Thus, he picks the stait time as shown. The all to famil-
iar solution in this case is, start a bit behind the late
gaggle, even thouth it is later than the optimum time
to start a solo flighi.

At the optimal start time, the overall speed function
is flat. (The first order condition for an optimum says
to set the derivative of the speed function to zero.) This
means that the slopes or time-derivatives of the two
components individual sPeed and sPeed bonus from
following others - rnust exactly offset each other at the
optimum. I have shown this fact in Figur€ 2 by plottinS
the slopes of th€ individual spe€d and speed bonus
functions at th€ optimum.

Thus, each pilot starts at the moment at irhich, frc
were lo wail onoth$ in te, lht decline in spced d c to
dctetioraliot af lft day exartly nnt.hp" k ircr'..c i,t
speed d a to being able to catcll ul1u'itl|othet pilots. Each

th€ 8a88le. This would be
the top of the speed
bonus function. Nor does
he leave at the best time
of the day, the top of the
individual speed func'

3. Nash Equilibrium
If other pilots would

only be Eo thoughtful as
to spread out and start
lik€ this, one's life would
be €asy. Of course, the
problem is that everyone
wants to start last- But
once othe6 start later, th€
original pilot wants to
stait later still. Where
does it all end up? The

natural definition of "where it all ends up" is an rtrr-
liblirm. Precisely, we search for a "Nash equilibrium".
Here is a lormal definition:

Nash equilibrinn. The set of start times for each pilot
lIl,t2,i3...,INl is a Nash cquilibrium if each pilot's start

time choice li is optim.l .gtr,l]fl the stnrt times of all the

other pilots.
The above example is ,rof a Nash equilibrium. Our

pilot is happy to start at lhe indicated optimal st.rrting
time, but the ot e/ pilots are not at their oPtimnl st.rrt
ing times. As they chanSc their starting times, the besi
starting time for our pikn changes,.rnd so on- n Nash
equiiibrium is a point nt which nll this has s(rttled
down, and nobody has an incenti\'.'to chan8c slart

The concept of Nash equilibriun is due k, John
Nash, for which he won the Nobcl prize in Econonics

Total speed V
Each pilot wants to start hcre

--.-'

Start time

pilot makes this calcula-
tion: "if I wait a minute
longer, I will gain r
miles per hour because I
can catch up with the
gaggle. But if I wait a
minute longer I will lose
y miles p€r hour because
the day is goinS to die."
Ifr > y, he waits another
minute. lf V > x, he
should have started
already. When r = y, he
starts.

Unless the time-of-day

effect Vr' is nat, the pilot
does not leav€ at the
moment which tives him
the most advantage from
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You want to st6rt herc

If everyone else starts hJ Starr tiiie

Figure s.

in 1994. His essay is reprinted in Nash (1996). Kreps
(1990) is a standard Ph.D. level textbook that coveG
this material. Schelling (1980)is a delithtful and read-
able discussion of theory.

The most famous Nash equilibrium, which serves to
illustrate the concept and the outcome for us, is the
"prisoner's dilemma." Two prisoners are suspected of
a crime. The police tells each prisoner that if he will
confess and testify against the other prisoner, he will
go free. The other prisoner will tet a severe 25 year
sent€nce. lf both confess, they will 8et 10 years. Ii nei-
ther confesses the most they will g€t is 1 year on a

minor charg€. The game is neatly summarized in the
diagram on the opposite colurnn.

The outcome is inescapable: both confess and
receive 10 years. No matter what the other one does,

each prisoner is better off confessing. Each will cheat

give the slope of the
speed functions at the
optimal startint time.
All pilots start at th€

same time in one big gag-
gle. For the moment, I
have assumed that all
pilots and Bliders are
identical. Thus, if it were
to any individual's
advantage to start later
than eveiybody else, th€n
it would b€ to eve.yone
else's advantage as well,
and we wouldn't have a

Nash equilibrium. Thus,
in a Nash equilibrium
everyone must end up
starting (or trying to!) at

exactly the same time. (This statement assumes that the
obiective - total speed - is convex.)

on th€ jointly d€sirable
outcome of not confess-
ing. This parable has
been wid€ly applied, for
example in studying

3.1 The big, late gaggle
equilibrium

Figure4showsaNash
equilibrium for the situa-
tion as graph€d above.
The top line gives the
total speed for any pilot
as a function of his start
time. The smaller hump
below giv€s the compo-
nent of total speed that is
the bonus for being able
to fly with the gaggle.
The two slant€d lines
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:1 B:1
A:10 B:10

The question is, at what time does the gaggle start?
The answer is, it sta s at the moment at which, with
each pilot following the rule outlined above (start
when the speed gain€d by waiting another minute and
leeching equals the speed lost by delaying another
minute and flying in weaker lift), all pilots want to

Probabilily disEibution of others' slart

Figute 6.
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Total speed V

Start tirne

start at th€ same time. Too €arty in th€ day and, with
everyone else startinS at the same time, the individual
gains more by waiting and followinS. Too l'ro in rhP

day and, with everyone €lse startin8 at the same time,
the individuat gains more by starting earlier and using
stronger lift. Graphically, we mov€ the sPeed bonus
function (with al1 the other Pilots starting ai the same

time) to the riSht or left, until its sloPe at the poini
where all pilots siart exactly matches the sloPe of the

individual speed function. Then, the individual Pilot
chooses io start exactly at the same time as all th€ oth_

No pilot in the end Sains more than the benefit of
flying together. Also, if everyone could agree to leave

together at the peak time of the day, the whole gaggle

could achieve a better speed. But if they did, each indi-
vidual would have an incentive to ch€at on the agree

ment and start a few minutes behind and soon the
whole thing would unrav€I. This game is exactly an

instance of the prison€r's dilemmal
This model explains why pilots hang around so long

in many contests. The benefit of hanging around for
that first minute after the others l€ave is often quite
high. One can often make uP the whole minute by
leeching on the gaggla. The cost in total sPeed of start
ing a minute later, because the day will die, is typically
quite low. Often, the only ay ihat the cost of waiting
around an extra minute is as large as the benefit of
starting a minute aftei a gaggle is if one has waited so

late that there is a good chance ot landing out So Pilots

3.2 No equilibrium- mixed strateSies
The last exampie contains an imPlicit assumPtionl

each pilot can do better leaving with the lat€ ga88le

than he could if he were to leave alone at the best Part of
the day. The hump on the right hand side of the Picture
is higher than the big hump in the middle of the picture
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This may noi be the
case. One may be able to
foresee that the "stari gate
roulette" crowd will fool
around all day making
false starts, and never
make it around the course,
or that they lvill do so irl
the end very slowly,
catching the few dying
thermals at the end of the
day. Then the crafty pilots
(or surprised beginners)
who snuck out early will
win the day. FiSure 5

shows in this case that an
individ ual pilot can
achieve a betier speed by
siarting early if everyone

else leav€s in the late gaggle.
In this case f]rc/c is ,1o (pure strategy) Nns/r crll/iltl,ri

xn. If everyone else is going to start late in one bi8
gaggle, any individual Pilot could !\rin by siarti11g
alone at the best solo start time (top o{ ihc graPh). Bui
the minute one pilot starts at the individually oPtimal
time, anothe. pilot can do even beiter by stariing a few
minutes after him. Given someonc startin!: a fc!\r min
ut€s ait€r the best solo start time, our original Pilot
should delay until a few minutes afier ihat, and so ot1

until we gei back to the laie stari. Bui if everyone siarts
Late, one pilot can do beitcr starting at thc individually
optimal time. And around aBain we go.

We model situaiions like ihis by looking for a ,rir.'d
strulcsy equilibrium. The essence of this situation is
that the other pilot's start times a.(] not Prediciable For

an individual pilot' it is just as if the other Pilots chosc

their start times completely randomly No!v, given that
ihe others will choose start times randomly, what
should an individualpilot do? PerhaPS there is then .rn

optimal iime to start. But if this were the casc, we
would not be at a Nash cquilibrium, for lvhai is opti-
mal for one is opiimal for all, and ihen everyonc would
try to siart, predictably, at this oPtimum time

Hence, in the Nash equilibrium it nlust be the case

that each pilot finds it oPtimal to ,"rdo,rl choose his

stari time, given that all the othcrs rre doing so E.rch

pr^r now.hoo-e" J P'rbJhrl tv 't i,rr'',/rdJ '{e'F '"'
ble stdrl lim... fhe pLIc.rr'rl.F\ ..rurlib r'rm ' . 'f -

cial case in which the probability distribuiion collnPses

to a single point. Furihcrmore, it must be the c.rse th,ri,
given the probability distribution of st.rrt times choscn
by the other pilots, an individtl.rl pilot is indiff€rent
between start times. lf he were noi i,drtlrul beiwecn
start times, he could do better by starting at a single
optimum time than he could by randonlizing

Figure 6 illustrates a mixed-strategy Nash eqLrilibri
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um, for the same configuration I showed above in
which there is no pure strategy equilibrium. The
wedge-shaped curve in the Lower part of th€ graph dis-
plays the prcbability distribution of the other pilots'
unpredictable start times. We then determine the speed
bonus for an individual given this ptobability distribu
tion of the other pilots. A iew pilots start early, then
gradually more and more. At any momeni, th€ increas-
ing number of markers on course balances th€ decay of
the day. In the Nash eqllilibrium the probability distri-
bution adjusts so that these two effects er:dctly counter-
balance. Then the total speed for an individual pilot is
nat in an interval. The individual pilot therefore is also
happy to randomize across start times.

One can also see that starts now start happening at
the individual best time of the day. Starts also likely to
end before the laie-gaggle equilibrium. The mixed
strategy equilibrium €merges when the late-gaggie
equilibrium is slower than the best individual time,
and spreading the others around is likely to lower the
benetits of following.

Days like this will not settle into the steady monoto-
ny of the late-gaggle equilibrium. Whil€ Saggling
oppon€nts may take heart at this outcome, start gate
strategy is even more important on a day like this than
on a day in which the dreaded late-stait equilibrium
takes hold- In the lat€ start equilibrium, pilots can just
drift around without paying much attention until the
late start time approaches. ln a mixed-strategy equilib-
rium, each pilot must be very aware of what ev€ryone
else is doing. He must be ready to boldly strike out
early if it looks like enough pilots will delay-
Conversely he must nervously watch his opponents
and be ready to quickly follow if it looks like a group
will leave during the good part of the day. False starts,
false radio messag€s and other attemPts to bluff in
order to g€t markets out on cource will pay off in this
situation. If any pilot becomes too pr€dictable in his
start times, oth€rs will hang back ready to leech.
3.3 What will happen?

To determine whether a lat€-pack equilibrium will
form, we need to undeistand how w€ather and task
arfect the individual speed and the sp€ed bonus ftom
flying with others.

The late-gaggle equilibiium is most likely to emerge
wh€n the benefits of flying together (th€ hump on the
right side of the graph) are large. If thermals are
well-marked by cumulus clouds, for example, the ben'
efits of following are smaller. Thus, w€ expect a big
pack to be more likely to form on blue days, low days,
orweak days with good visibility.

The late gaggle equilibdum is less likely to emerge,
of coulse, when tl benefits of sneaking out alone at the

P€ak ofthe day are hiSh€r.
3.4 A spread in performanc€

So far, I assumed that all pilots and gliders are of th€
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same ability and pe ormance. Many contests however
feature a spread in glider performance or pilot ability.
Whateffect do€s this have on the analysis?

To analyze this case, start in the late-start Nash equi-
librium, and throw into the soup one piloi/glider that
is slower than everyone else. His speed bonus (benefit
from gaggling) is low€r, and shifted forward in iime.
He may receive no ben€fit from starting after the pack,
if he cannot catch up to the pack. He may also receive
less benefit from starting with the pack, if he cannot
keep up ,rll the u a1 rround lhc cour-e. He md) re.er\ e

the best benefit from the pack by stariing substantially
before it, and letting the pack catch him on the mosi
difficult portion of the course.

Therefore, our slower pilot will want to start earlier.
He may want to start 5 minutes ahead oithe pack,let it
catch him and then follow all or partway around the
course. He may even find it advantageous to ignore the
pack altogether and start at the optimal individualstart
time. lf the pack just barely makes it home, he would
land out by following it.

A few such pilot/gliders will not perturb the equi
librium. One or two slow glid€rs ollt on course at 1:00

are not enough for a fast pilot/glider to use as a mark-
€r and beat the pack that starts at 3:00. Similarly, ii the
pack starts at 3:00, but one beginner starts at 2:50, a

seasoned pilot will not make up 5 minutes on the pack
by starting at 2:55 and leeching on the beginner.

But if th€re are many such beginners, the sitlration
changes. lf enough beginners start at 1:00, a seasoned
pilot may be able to start at 1:30 using them as mark€rs
and beat a pack that starts at 3100. The minute one can
do it, all can do it so the pack start time moves up. But
then it is even b€tter to start a bit behind the pack- Is
there a new equilibrium in this case, and what does it
look like?

Figure 7 graphs one possible equilibrium. It is differ'
ent from the late sta pack equilibrium in h{o respects.
Firct, pilots leave in reverse order of glid€r/pilot per-
formance. Second, the whole group leaves earli€r.

The figure shows the speed boost for the slowest
and fastest pilots respectively, given the start times of
all the remaining pilots. The slowest pilot gains the
most by starting early; then he can fly with all the oth'
eis for a whil€ as they pass him. Ifhe starts jn the mid-
dle of the pack, he will still benefit from flying with
those who start aater him and catch him, but he will
not benefit from those who stait before him. The situa
tion is reversed for the fastest pilot. He is in the
delightful position that he can start last and step from
marked thermal to mark€d ihermal passing all the oth'
ers. His spe€d boost is therefore larger than that of the
slow, first pilot. Stili each piloi is doing the best he can

Biven the actions ofall the others.
Th€ speed boost functions are more drawn out than

they were when all the other pilots start€d in a big
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pack. The exact timjng relative to others is less imPor_
tant when everyone is spread out. Ifthe fast pilo! starts
a minute sooner, he will still be able to use most mark
ers, so he will finish almost a minute sooner. If there
was on€ big gaggle and one siarted a minute before it,
that whole minut€ is likely tobe lost.

The fact that the speed boost function is more drawn
out accounts for th€ fact that everyone leaves earlier.
The optimal time to leave for each pilot is still dictated
by the condition, leave when the increase in speed you
would get by leavinS a minute later and 8a88ling more
is €qual to the decrease in speed due to the day dyin8.
But with a wider speed boost function, the amount to
be gained by waitint a minute longer is much less than
if there is one big 8a8tle. Therefore, the slope of the
speed boost tunction is lower at the Nash equilibdum
start time for each pilot. It follows that the slope of the
individual speed tunction is lower at the optimum, i e.

earlier in the day.
In sum, the analysis suggests that contests with a

zoidel ruflge ol glider/pilof pett'onnance should see stalls that
are fiore spfud out, an.l earliet ifi lfu day . This Prediclio
seems to accord with exPerience. Gaggling is most
common at national and world contests, and less
prevalent at local and regional contests. It is also more
prevalent in standard and 15m classes, and less preva'
lent in Open and especially Sports class, which feature
a wider spr€ad of glider performance. According to
this analysis, none of this comes from a more tentle-
manly spirit, but rather from pilots doing their
absolute self-interested best in different circumstances.
4 .The €ffect ofrules changes

ln the US, much discussion of rules chang€s con
c€ms whether the Pioposed rule will encourage or dis-
courage pre-start taggling, and gagglint and leeching
on course. With the above analysis in mind, we can
speculate a bit more concretely about th€se questions.
The answers suggested by the analysis are som€what
surPrisinS.

In general, rules changes can do one of two things.
First, they can bump a Siven situation ftom the late
start equilibrium to the mixed strategy equilibrium
case or vice versa. This change may imProve the safety
situation of a huge gaggle, but it if anything enhances
the importance of start gate strategy to comPetitive
soaring- S€cond, rules changes may be able to chang€
the shape of the functions, especially the effect of other
glide$ on speed, in such a way that the overall sPeed

is a much flatter function of starting time. In this case,

w€ather knowledge, glider Performance (cost!) and
other factoF that determine the individual speed tunc-
tion become more important.

I emphasize that I make no editorial rccommenda'
tion. Furthermore, all these proposed rule changes
have important other effects on safety and competition
strategy that are not appropdate to consider here. I
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only consid€r their €ffect on the start 8ame.
FI! the same course, merge the clnsses

As we have seen, a wider range ofglider/pi1ot Perfor'
mance should move up the siart time and sPreads Pilots
out. Pilots who want to see less gaggling therefore might
prefer contests with multiPle classes on the same or
nearby task. Putting the sPorts ciass on the same task is

likely to have an especially strong effect. Handicapping
the FAI class€s is also likely to move up start times, by
putting older gliders and newer pilots in those classes.

The real, not handicapped performance sPread is of
course l}le relevant one for slarl lime strategy.
Team fly ing and communic atiorl

The late-start equilibdum is destroyed when pilots
find it advantageous to sneak off during the best time
of the day. If a team of two or more pilots wer€ to
agree to start together at the best part of the day, they
could make this stlat€By work more oft€n, i.e. on days
in which a lone pilot could not beat the Saggle.
(Soaring is like bicycle racing in this respect. Bicycle
racers gain from being b€hind, since they can draft the
rider ahead. In bicycle racing, formal or informal teams
try tobreak out from the pack to8€th€r.)

In the US, communication between Pilots by radio is
aSainst the rules. Allowing such communication (or,
morc realistically, making l€gal the communication
that already goes on) would strengthen the ability of
such teams to form- In th€ cont€xt of the formal analy-
sis, w€ arc moving from on coaperatioe ga,tte tfuot! to
concepts from cooPerafite Srtre fr?ory in which grouPs
can coordinate their actions.
W eakedng tlay deo alu ati o't

US contest rules strongly devalue a day in which
many pilots land out. The motivation for this rule is to
mak€ contest outcomes less d€pendent on luck durinS
weak days. It has an unintend€d consequence of
strengthening the late-gaggle equilibrjum and discour-
aging pilots from breaking away from the Pack.

The vertical axis is really contest points rath€r than
speed. Suppose the gaggle is Soing to deiay and d€lay
until it is quite likely that most will not make it back.
You are considering whether to break off early. With
day devaluation, that strategy is much less desirable
Suppose the strategy works: you make it back but a

large number land out. Then you get few points for
realizing what was going io happen, since the day is

severely devalued or scratched altogether. SuPPose

that everyone does make it home ai reasonable speed,
however. Now it becomes a 1000 point day and you
pay a heavy penalty for flying alone. In graPhical
terms, day devaluaiion lowers the "individual speed"
pait of the graph when everyone else starts late, mak-
ing the no-equilibrium outcome less likely and the
late-start equilibrium more likely.
Longer tasks

The analysis suggests that longer tasks for a given
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day may make the late gaggl€ equiljbrium nole likely
rather than less likely. If the task is short, the ga88le
can sit around until 5:00 and stiU make it around the
course. By this time, the overaLl sPeed is so low that
someone who snuck out at 1:00 will beat it. Thus, the
srorf task gaggle is more vulnerable to individuals
brealing olr dnd stdrtrng pa'ly. This is a surprisinB
conclusion, since many pilots' intuition is that longer
tasks will cut down on start gat€ roul,ette and gaggling,
and longer tasks have been suggested exactly with this
€nd in mind.

The answer is, perhaps not everything else is equal.
Short tasks are called of course on short and uncertain
days. Thus, il rnore gaggles form on such days, it may
refl€ct the increased advantag€ to gaggling on a short
and uncertain day, not the effect of calling a shorter
task on an otherwise €qual day. Also, the gaggle will
obviously form and leav€ €arlier in the day for a long
task, if one objects to pre'start gagSlint rather than
gaggling on course a long task will certainly reduce
such gaggling.
Sileftt starts

The current US rules will chanSe to starts that occur
over a wide area monitored by GPS rather than by
radio announc€ment and start gate. Some pilots like
this changebecaus€ they think it will lessen gagglinS.

The Nash equilibrium concept does nol require that
each pilot can se€ the starts of others. In fact, it was
developed for simulta games in which
each player does not see what th€ other players do, but
must react to what he expects them to do. lt is much
harder to analyze games in which players can see

moves ofotherplayers and send possibly false signals.
If starts were completely secret, perhaps pilots

would venture out early on the first few days. But the
pilots who started later would find markers on course
and would win. Each pilot would then try to start later,
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trying to start after he

sr/esses all the other pilots
have start€d. By the end
of the contest, each pilot
would start v€ry lat€, and
he would discover that
€v€ryone else has started
late as well.

The advantages of
starting after others will
still be there. Therefore,
the silent start may make
no difference to the
late-gaggle equilibrium.
In the mixed-strategy
equilibrium, a silent start
may make the oPtion to
leave early more desir-
able, if one can in fact

sneak away without being fotlowed. Howev€r, pilots
may simply react by gaggli..E eretl, d/c tightly in the
start area, so as to keep a better ey€ on who is leaving.
The PST

The piiot selected task is often advocated because it
seems to lead to less gaggling. From the point of view
ofthe above analysis, this outcome is another puzzle.It
is still advantag€ous to fly with thermal markers. If we
expand the strategy space to include where you go as

well as when you start, pilots should all choose the
same course. lf everyone else is Soing to tumpoints '1,4

and 10, you should also go there (a little after the oth-
ers) and use the markers. As with silent starts, €ven ii
you don't I'o?., where everyone else is 80inB, you
should try to gu€ss/ and th€ contest will soon settle
down to a point where youi guesses are on average

It is possible that we do not observe this only
because most contests feature unstable weather and
relatively few PSTS. lf a contest were to hav€ a PST
every day with stable weather and a close spread of
pilot/glider performance, one might expect pilots to
gravitate to a big gaggle that bashes around the sam€
few, close-in, tumpoints near reliable house thermals.
Poiflt penalties fol late starts

An obvious idea to get pilots out on course is to give
a point penalty for late start. For example, one could
add one point to each pilot's score for each minute he
fails to start after the gate is open. This modification
would seem lik€ a natural way to make start gate strai-
egy less important, and break up the ga8gle.

Alas, the analysis suggests that it may not work.
Figur€ 8 presents such a case. Starting when the gate
opens, the individual speed curve is progressively
lower as the day goes on. The point penalty does not
change the size of th€ speed boost function, which is
large and compact in t;me ;n this case. Therefore, all



the point penalty accomplishes in this case is to sliShF
ly move up the tim€ of the late gaggle.

If the point penalty is severe enough, it may lower
the laie-gaggle speed so much that we revert to the
mix€d-strategy case in which it benefits a pilot to l€ave
alone early in the day. On the other hand, by moving
the late-gattle equilibrium forward in the day, it may
raise its speed relative to flying alone and actually
strenglhen the late-gaggle equilibrium.

ln any case, Siven thdt the eylra speed one gains
from leeching is such a stronS function of the time one
leaves relative to other pilots, a point Penalty do€s not
result in an overall speed function that is flatter with
respect to start time, and thus will not lower the
importance of start time strategy.
5. Questions

It is clear that this analysis is only the beginning.
First, we need a more better understanding of what
the speed tunctions Iook like. We have a pretty good
idea of speed flying alone vs. time of day However,

ihe analysis could be substantially imProved with a

solid quantitative understanding of the speed gained

by the pres€nce of other pilots, and how that sPeed

changes in different w€ather conditions. Second, mod_

els such as this one need to be carefuUy and quantita'
tiv€ly contrasted with contest exPerience. Third, the
analysis should be extended past the framework of
one-shot, simultaneous move, non'cooPerative games

that I have presented here, to include th€ fact that
some pilots can see what others are doing, and that
teams may form that implicitly or explicitly coordinate
their moves.
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